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About This Content

This DLC adds 5 beach areas to the game, with 60+ more things to find!

Play with the sand on the small beach. Take a swim and play some beach golf on the large beach. Hike through obstacles to your
sailboat. Explore the many islands and watch the race. And witness a battle between pirate ships!
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Twitch support Broken, devs clearly gave up on it.

Make it free to play and sell dlc. Very good software, but crashes a lot on macOS! I'd give it 4/5 stars.

I really like it and it has a lot of very useful features. But unfortunately the macOS version seems like a simple port of the
windows one.
The full screen is not working properly and increases the chance of crash.
The more it's open ( even in idle and minimized ) the more chance of crash.
Can't drag and drop scml files to it and have to open within the software.

Overal it seems like a very good software and I was lucky to learn about it in steam summer sale which was 50% off.. This game
has a god idea, but the level that it was executed is horrible.
The creator hada good vision in creating this game, and i understand that it is in early access so it is buggy, but it just was not
that fun.
It takes six seconds for your message to send to someone, yes i counted.
The graphics were ok and my character had a nice rack so i enjoyed that.
The dance floor has some dank tunes which was swagging.
I was kind of disappointed of the inability to jump so i could not commit suicide which would have been more fun than this
game.
The sitting simulator worked better than the bowling simulator.
All in all, it was a game that has potential, but it was poorly executed, but if the developer fixes some of these things, it could be
a good game!. stupidly hard game that gets you to delete it right after installation. I would love to co-op this with someone.
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In one of the item search scenes there is a piece missing which makes it impossible to progress in the game.. Probably one of the
best ever racing sims! Great with mods. This game is a playable art piece. It's close to a walking sim with light puzzle
mechanicsa and collectables. The game offers very beautiful visuals, abstract scenery and hints at lore. While I enjoyed the
game, I couldn't finish it due to my bathophobia, so if you have an extreme fear of depth or unknown, it might be better to pass..
So far (a couple of hours played), all I can say is "\u00a1such a surprise!" I was interested on this game since I hear about it, and
the final result is better than what I expected.

The first thing that I really love, is the way you fight. It is much more natural and fluid than most of other jrpg\u00b4s I played
before, it is really fun, and you don\u00b4t get tired of repeating mechanics as it happens in other games. The design of
scenarios and characters (including enemies) is simple, but both are quite cool and work well. Characters background are very
interesting so far, you want to know more about them, it happens the same with the story that looks like quite epic
\u00a1wondering what\u00b4s going to happen next!.

The music is excelent, it deserves to be commented, is really beautiful and perfectly fits with what\u00b4s happening on screen.

I am playing this with a ps4 joystick, and works well. Also with keyboard, commands are quite easy to execute, but personally i
preffer joystick (steam one is at home, during this holidays)
Interfaz is easy to use, and the hability tree is not the best but it is enough in my opinion.

It is a game you should try and give it a chance, also quite unexpensive according to its final result and what it offers.. I don't
fully reccomend the game as it is quite flawed in many ways but it is a simple somewhat enjoyable space shooter with upgrades,
the rest of this review is mostly gibberish honestly.

I do enjoy the game even if the battles with ships seem to lag like crazy for me and sending drones seems to be the safest option
at winning. I was playing human story mode and i was going along fine for like 5 quests maybe and just ended either due to
nothing being there or a bug? and I am in good standing with all factions now just from going into their systems and finding
trading stations and then simply spamming the trades not caring what I gain or lose now ending with 99-100 with all faction.

I'm not sure if the drilling\/lasering for resources has much point, seems to just be something to slow you down honestly as I
switched from laser to drill and just spam click my mouse to move the probe around and can pretty much absorb a whole planet
fairly quickly if I wanted to, I'm sure I'm abusing the system as holding down mouse would slow me down but I've no patience
for that it seems.

the plent resource gathering kinda reminds me of the free game Dig-N-Rig just without the conveyor belts and it's in space,
heh.. 10bucks so not much of a loss... couldnt get into it.. pretty boring.. nobody plays it.. cant unlock the planes... oh well...oh
and it looks like a mobile game. This was a mediochre game up until it broke: at one point, you need to collect some bronze
ingots. If you do this in some orders, there is no way of continuing the game without restarting completely. As this is around an
hour and half in, this is rather frustrating.

I would advise avoiding this game as it has a gamebreaking bug that the developers seem to have no intention of fixing.. this
game is really fun to play.. Part three follows directly after the events of number two. Play part two first. Excellent games (2 and
3, haven't played 1 yet). Interesting characters, great story and atmosphere. Puzzles are good and map makes fast travel easy. I
would reccomend to anyone looking for a good adventure game with a good story!. If you love the Dwarf Fortress civilization
sim genre, you'll find a lot to enjoy about this game.

Pros
Spatials is flipping hilarious and adorable. The art is great, the nonsense is nonsensical and the writing is a great blend of camp
and irony. The progression system does a good job of slowly growing the complexity of your civilization and the RPG
progression of your officers helps to make them stand out. The entire game is approachable and enjoyable.

Cons
It doesn't take long to start feeling the grind. You start to go on away missions solely for a single resource you ran out of and the
tech tree falls to the side as you quickly get so many new technologies that you just don't have the resources to really capitalize
on them. At this stage, the tutorial is a little rough. It falls in the gap between needing a wiki and not. The game is simple enough
that you'll get by fine without external sources, but if you don't know how to do something, most likely the tutorial will not
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explain it.

Overall, I would say The Spatials is a great game as long as you're looking for something more approachable than Rim World or
Dwarf Fortress, but not to the same level. An awesome starter for the genre and a ton of fun.
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